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introduction
Tucked in between the world famous Tuscany, the authentic Lazio, and the
beautiful region of Umbria, you will find the exclusive boutique resort of Le Ville
di Trevinano bordering the Etruscan village of Trevinano. Overlooking the hills
of Tuscany, the resort is conveniently located between Florence and Rome.
Each of the modern villas is designed with a keen eye for beauty and comfort.
The earth-sheltered design is not only sustainable, but also unique in this
region. The property’s modern look & feel, coupled with the ease and luxury of
a hotel, allows you to start enjoying Italy from the moment you arrive.
Le Ville di Trevinano’s intimate ambiance guarantees a peaceful and quiet
time for all of its visitors. The resort offers a beautiful infinity swimming pool,
separate swimming pool for kids, a comfortable fitness area, full-size tennis
court, warm & welcoming recreational building, private parking, and stunning
panoramic views.
Le Ville di Trevinano is the home away from home in the idyllic Italian
countryside plus the luxury of never having to worry about maintaining it when
you’re not there. The property offers the perfect solution for those modern-day
travelers who have been searching for the ideal second home in Italy.
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The on-site management company delivers an
impressive amount of services when it comes to
taking care of the place you call home. You’ll never
have to worry whether you turned off the water or the
thermostat or if you’ve locked all the doors - it’s all
taken care of for you. A fully managed rental program
is available to make your second home a profitable
investment as well.
Le Ville di Trevinano gives you the chance to own a
piece of this unique resort in this special part of Italy.
It offers the opportunity to enjoy all that this historical
region has to offer, any time you want. It won’t just be
the best vacation experience, it will be a part of your
life; always there to look forward to and a place to
create memories when you’re there and miss when
you’re gone.
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Le ville
The ten villas of the boutique resort are arranged in a thoughtful layout and meticulously furnished to create an environment unlike any
other. It is a place where tactile materials, distinctive craftsmanship, and progressive design all come into play. All the necessities and more
are available - all you’ll have to do is sit back, relax, and enjoy your comfortable villa, the beautiful resort, and all that is Italy.

Exterior design
With sustainability top-of-mind, Le Ville di Trevinano was designed as a minimalistic earth-sheltered build. This contrast to the typical
Italian style building makes it utterly unique. The exterior design is contemporary without an excessive decorative style. Floor-to-ceiling
windows, framed in traditional Tuscan stone, allow for sweeping views of the landscape. Bathed in natural light and warmth, the green
roofs ensure the internal climate keeps you cool in the summer and warm in the winter. The private patios, complete with a half-covered
sitting area, wading pool and lounge chairs, act as an extension of the living room. To complete the total experience, the surrounding
gardens are landscaped with native Tuscan plants, shrubs, and Cyprus trees.
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Interior design
Le Ville di Trevinano consists of ten minimalist-designed villas; six
residences can accommodate 4 persons (Il Distinto), while four residences
can accommodate 2 persons (Il Mezzo). All are fully furnished with an eye
for quality and luxury. The open kitchens are equipped with state-of-the-art
appliances and finishes. The en suite bathrooms are fitted with top-ofthe-line fixtures including a rain-shower, separate bathtub and double sink
vanity. The living space and bedroom interiors are clean yet comfortable and
create an appealing and warm setting that draw the visitor to sit and rest
awhile. Styled with designer furniture, the wide-open rooms are painted in
neutral colors and accented only by pieces that complement the vibe and
the view of the villa.

Turn key
The villas will be delivered ‘turn key’ (with personalized options to choose
from) so that you don’t have to worry about fully designing, furnishing, and
stocking a new home. This will also ensure that the resort can be branded
as a boutique concept in the hospitality market. In addition to the stylish
interior described above, turn key also includes a variety of necessities
ranging from high speed internet to bed linen. Each facility adds a touch of
comfort and luxury to ensure homeowners and guests alike feel at home.
Everything is taken care of.
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The architect (70F architecture)
Le Ville di Trevinano is designed by the world-renowned, awardwinning firm, 70F architecture. They are specialists in creating top-end
functional designs and beautiful spaces. An introduction by Bas ten
Brinke, owner of 70F architecture:
“The architectural concept for the boutique resort in Trevinano is based
on the earth-sheltered housing principle; the villas are built underground
as deep as possible. This benefits not only the wildlife but also allows
for the unobtrusive rise of this new construction in the area. To increase
the panoramic view, a long, shallow volume has been chosen as the
building form. This prevents digging deep into the hills and dark areas
towards the back of the villas.
The terraces with a wading pool in front of the villas are a little lower on

Sustainability

the hill so that they have longer and better access to the sun during the
day. This also ensures a better view of the land from the villa. Local raw
materials will be used for the realization of the houses and terraces.

Although luxury comes with a price, nature shouldn‘t have to pay for it. Eco-friendliness goes
without saying, so the villas of Le Ville di Trevinano are designed with not only a keen eye
for luxury and style, but with the heart of an environmentalist. It’s not just about preserving
rainwater or collecting energy from the sun, it’s about respecting nature and complementing
it instead of invading it. By combining cutting-edge design with nature, Le Ville di Trevinano is
proud to be one of the elite and sustainable resorts in Italy. The choice for an earth-sheltered
build breaks barriers in modern day Italian architecture, but it has actually been around since
humans started building homes. By using the ground as an insulating blanket, it effectively
protects the villa from the elements and temperature extremes. This style of building is

The interior shows a clean design. A height-difference in the bathroom
allows for an optimal view of the panorama. Here again, the
materialization of the interior will be made possible by using warm
tones, and concrete and wood from the Trevinano area.
This modern piece of architecture blends seamlessly into the existing
environment and nature; a modern boutique resort with a high standard,
carefully fitted to its surroundings.”

energy-efficient, quiet, freeze-proof, and low maintenance. Now Le Ville di Trevinano is using
this method to build your second home.
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Il Mezzo
Turn key prices from € 299.000 (ex VAT)
Il Mezzo is a charming villa that is spread out across 65 m2 and ideal for couples looking for the perfect retreat in Italy. This one-bedroom abode is fitted with a modern designed
en suite bathroom including freestanding bathtub, double vanity, rain shower, and separate toilet. The large bedroom includes a king size bed and plenty of closet space. The stylish
kitchen features a cooking island that transitions into the living area which overlooks the stunning views. The villas will be delivered turn key, so everything from furniture to bed linen
to kitchenware is included.
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Il Distinto
Turn key prices from € 494.000 (ex VAT)
Il Distinto is a lavish villa covering 130 m2 and is perfect for families of 4 considering a comfortable vacation home to return to every year. The two-bedroom, two-bathroom villa features
a generous open living area with sectional sofa and kitchen space that allows the breathtaking views in from every angle. The long kitchen island segues into the dining area with a large
dinner table. Each bathroom has a freestanding bathtub, double vanity, rain shower, and separate toilet. Both bedrooms boast a king size bed (which can be converted into 2 single beds),
ample closet space, and a sitting area. The villas will be delivered turn key, so everything from furniture to bed linen to kitchenware is included.
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the resort
Le Ville di Trevinano is the ultimate location to settle into your second home. The cutting-edge
design of the resort adds quality and luxury to the authentic Italian surroundings. Whether
you are staying for a week or for a month, Le Ville di Trevinano is a place that helps you
unwind and enjoy the Italian culture to its fullest. Get to know the local wine makers, tour olive
gardens, and learn how to make fresh pasta; all while feeling like you’re right at home.

Facilities
The benefits of being part of a resort are many, but the best of all is that Le Ville di Trevinano
offers the comfort of your own home PLUS the luxury of hotel facilities. Each home owner and
resort guest has access to the infinity swimming pool, sunny terraces, relaxing lounge area,
and recreational building. Looking to continue your workout regimen? Take advantage of the
modern fitness area or play a game of tennis on the full-size tennis court. Bringing the kids on
your vacation? There are extra beds available upon request. The resort also offers a special
children’s play area and a separate kiddy pool for them to enjoy so that you can relax. Private
parking, laundry facilities, and other hotel advantages are available to guarantee luxury and
comfort during every stay.
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Amenities
The Le Ville di Trevinano resort features an array of services and amenities to ensure an
exceptional stay. Want to have a lazy breakfast in bed? Order it on your dedicated hospitality
tablet available in every villa. In the mood for an authentic Italian aperitivo? Enjoy it on the
privacy of your own terrace or poolside. If you don’t feel like cooking, order room service by
one of the local restaurants or call the in-house chef. Have your fridge stocked with groceries
before you even arrive. The resort also offers daily cleaning, linen change, tours of the area
(bike tours, city tours, nature walks), activities with the locals (wine tastings, olive oil tour,
cooking courses), spa services (massages, manicures and pedicures), and airport pick-ups
and car rentals.
This stylish boutique resort guarantees a memorable stay in Italy and offers you the
opportunity to enjoy it time and time again. Le Ville di Trevinano is the perfect choice to fully
experience the Italian lifestyle and make it your own. If you‘ve always wanted that vacation
home in Italy plus the ease of a resort, it’s finally here.
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Spa / wellness facilities at San Casciano dei Bagni: < 15 min
Val d‘Orcia, Lago di Bolsena, Orvieto: < 30 min
Montepulciano, Pienza, Montalcino, Cortona, Viterbo: < 1 hour
Siena, Perugia, Mediterranean sea: < 1,5 hour
Rome, Florence: < 2 hours
Airports: Florence (2h), Rome (2h), Perugia (1,5h)
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location
Trevinano, a quaint Etruscan village forgotten by time, is perched on a hill and surrounds
a beautiful medieval castle. Located in the 3 corners of the most stunning provinces of
Italy - The country of food, love, fashion, and beauty is the perfect place to relax and
enjoy life. Whether you’re a history fanatic looking to explore the monuments of Rome
or an art lover eager to study the museums in Florence, Italy has a city for you. For
city dwellers looking to trade the urban life for a peaceful and relaxing getaway in the
countryside, Italy has a place for you, too. Le Ville di Trevinano is located on the border
of Tuscany and Lazio and is nestled in the rolling hills where you’re just a short distance
away from the most beautiful cities and towns that this country has to offer. The
authentic culture, rich history and breathtaking landscapes make this one of the most
sought-after areas in Italy for second home owners.

Italy, Trevinano lies at the tip of Lazio, bordering Tuscany and Umbria. Although petite
in size, the village is home to a Michelin-star restaurant which also benefits from its
neighboring village San Casciano dei Bagni, known for its luxurious spa facilities and
high-end clientele whom reside there. From Trevinano, you can watch the sunset behind
the lovely Monte Amiata or gaze at the panoramic views of Radicofani and the Val
d’Orcia. Surrounding Trevinano is the Natural Reserve of Monte Rufeno where wild boar,
deer, porcupines, foxes and many other protected species inhabit the area. Wander the
city of Siena, drink a glass of wine in Montepulciano, visit the Etruscan cities Orvieto and
Viterbo or take a swim at the Bolsena lake, Trevinano is close to it all. Notwithstanding
its famous surroundings, Trevinano remains a peaceful place to rest and enjoy all the
wonders of Italy.
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investment
The landscape, the views, the vibe; they all contribute to the magic that is Italy. As a

The top-notch quality that Le Ville di Trevinano offers in the Italian countryside is a

result of strict Italian law, there is very little new construction allowed in the beautiful

unique combination of northern European design and authentic Italian character.

provinces of Italy. Even when restoring historical buildings, the provinces carefully

Investing in this property not only means investing in a second home, but you’ll

supervise every detail of the process to protect the building’s authenticity. Although the

be investing in a piece of property in one of the most desirable areas in the world.

traditional Italian farm homes and villas are stunning to see when driving in between

Despite the worldwide economic crisis, real estate in Italy has proven to be a profitable

the famous rolling hills and vineyards, they are not always ideal to live in. Le Ville di

investment for the long term.

Trevinano is the exception to the Italian rule. The groundbreaking modern design is the
first of its kind in the region, making it the most unique build there is. Now this one-of-a-

Millions of tourists descend on Italy each year to take in all its beautiful wonders; now

kind build is available to own. Le Ville di Trevinano combines all that is beautiful to look

Le Ville di Trevinano offers you the chance to own a piece of it. This is the first and only

at in Italy and pours it into a modern build that offers all of the comfort you’re used to

option to buy such a unique property in this strategically located region. Close to the

from your own home.

country’s capital city of Rome, minutes away from Italy’s 5th largest lake and bordering
a small town untouched by tourism - There couldn’t be a better place to invest in a
foreign country. The quality, the luxury, and the authenticity of Italy are finally available
and it’s yours for the taking.
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RENTAL opportunity
With the most World Heritage sites than any other country, it’s no wonder why Italy is the

The burning question now is: How are you going to manage this as a homeowner living

5th most visited country in the world. Le Ville di Trevinano’s exclusive location gives its

abroad? If you’ve ever considered owning and renting out property abroad but have been

visitors the opportunity to explore the highlights of this magical country. Gourmands and

discouraged by all of the organizing and arranging that you have to do, rest assured it’s all

wine connoisseurs come to enjoy the simple yet wonderful cuisine and wines, walkers

taken care of. Guests will enjoy all of the facilities and amenities that Le Ville di Trevinano

can enjoy the mountain paths, cyclists the rolling hills, summer vacationers the sea

has to offer, but not at your expense. The royal treatment is the standard at the resort but

coast and islands and shoppers flee to the main cities for haute couture and the many

without the headache for you. No worries about check-ins, dealing with booking sites or

outlet malls for the best deals. Whatever the reason is, when tourists come to Italy, it’s

final cleaning, the resort offers a fully managed rental program for its owners. Block the

always an unforgettable experience.

time you want to spend in your villa and for the rest of the year you’ll earn income while
your home is being taken care of by a professional management and hospitality company.

Le Ville di Trevinano stands out as a number 1 tourist destination by blending modern

With the support of a few celebrated global hospitality professionals, Le Ville di Trevinano

design and sustainability into the rich and authentic landscape and culture that makes

has the resources to ensure a pleasant stay for the guest and a worry-free service for you.

Italy so appealing. With outstanding services, keen eye for detail and a great location,
this resort becomes the destination. Tourists will keep coming back.
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Full service doesn’t stop at managing the properties while the properties are rented,
it also means launching international promotions through various online marketing
channels and strategic partnerships with luxury boutique booking websites & travel
bloggers such as Booking.com, i-Escape and TripAdvisor. Le Ville di Trevinano will have
a cutting-edge website with regional segmentation, live chat and A/B testing. There will
be an extensive and interactive social media presence on Facebook, Pinterest, Instagram,
and other suitable social media outlets. Email marketing campaigns focused on special
deals and up-selling will be carried out regularly to boost the reputation. Constant and
thorough SEO / SEA campaigns will keep the buzz on Le Ville di Trevinano ongoing.
Due to this meticulous and clever promotional strategy and top-notch services, upscale
visitors will easily find their way to Le Ville di Trevinano. Valuable rental prices can be
applied and high occupancy rates will be established which will provide a positive return
on investment for all individual home owners.
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BUYING PROCESS
Buying an excellent villa starts with an excellent plan. Therefore, the building and sales

a) A 10 year insurance policy (Polizza assicurativa indennitaria) is in place to cover

process of Le Ville di Trevinano has been carefully planned out by a number of industry

everything pertaining to building defects. Specifically direct physical damage to the

experts down to the very last detail. In order to ensure the same efficient start and finish

property and damage to third parties resulting from total or partial destruction or from

of the buying process, clear and detailed information is available below about your future

serious defects of the construction works.

investment.
b) a long list of detailed information and technical documentation will be provided such as,

Construction
The pre-construction sale of the villas of Le Ville di Trevinano started on March 1st, 2016
and once 60% of the resort has been sold, construction can start! Construction of the

planning permissions, specifications and maps of the buildings, a list of the amounts and
dates of due payments and a list of deadlines to complete constructions.

Notary

resort is expected to be complete within 18 months from the start of the build. In the
two months after the resort is completed, a soft opening will run in order to test the

As in most countries, the notary in Italy is a multi-party advocate and therefore neutral and

hospitality business and ensure a smooth and fully up-and-running resort before the

impartial. He / she is responsible for preparing parts of the legal documentation. The notary

official opening.

is also responsible for reviewing the following:
a) Vendor is the legal owner of the property and holds the right to sell it

Guarantee
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b) Make sure that the property is debt and mortgage free
c) Confirm that there are no written liens or burdens

Buying a property off-plan is quite a leap for potential buyers who have never purchased

The notary is not a substitute for a lawyer. Le Ville d’Italia advises potential buyers to

a property sight unseen. Fortunately, you don’t have to worry about getting caught up in

seek independent legal advice from a lawyer familiar with the Italian law and international

the fine print because the Italian law protects these buyers extensively. The legislation

property transactions. LVDI would be pleased to introduce law firms to assist you with any

states that when a property is sold before it is actually built, the following rules apply:

and all aspects of your purchase.
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Financing
A mortgage finance is possible for purchasers of Italian properties (depending on the
status of applicant). Customarily the maximum loan to value (LTV) for a purchase is
60% of the purchase price. LVDI would be pleased to introduce clients to their mortgage
financing partners in Italy.

Fiscal advice
Tax is a highly specialized subject, so when you’re purchasing a piece of property
abroad, it’s important that you have the facts straight. LVDI strongly recommends that
potential buyers seek independent advice from a tax specialist and is happy to introduce
you to a specialist firm that can assist you.

No part of this brochure may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted

Return on investment

in any form, or by no means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or
otherwise, without prior permission of the publisher. This brochure has been produced
with all possible care on the basis of the information available in February 2016. Artists’

An indicative return on investment calculation is available on request. To draw up a

impressions are illustrative only. All information, plans and visualizations are conditional

personalized return on investment calculation, please ask your accountant or real estate

upon approval by the statutory authorities as a result of which no claims of any sort can

broker for advice or contact LVDI to start this process.

be made as a result of the information herein.
© 2016 LVDI. All rights reserved.
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Le Ville d’Italia
Sumatrakade 1471
1019RR Amsterdam
The Netherlands
+31 20 700 9398
info@lvdi.it
www.lvdi.it

Nova Ves 49
10 000 Zagreb
Croatia
+385 98 316250
info@bonomgroup.com
www.barkebonom.com

